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Abstract

We propose to exploit phone posteriors as an additional fea-

ture in Deep Neural Network (DNN) to recognize emotions

from raw speech waveform. The proposed DNN setup uses a

time domain approach of learning filters within the network.

The frame-level phone posteriors are combined with the learned

feature representation through the network. Appended learned

time domain features and phone posteriors are used as an in-

put to the temporal context modeling layers which interleaves

TDNN-LSTM with time-restricted self-attention. We achieve

16.48% relative error rate improvement in IEMOCAP categor-

ical problem (with a final weighted accuracy of 75.03%) us-

ing phone posteriors compared to DNN setup which uses only

learned time domain features for temporal context modeling.

Further, we study the effect of learning emotion categories

leveraging dimensional primitives in multi-task learning DNN

model.

Index Terms: Emotion recognition, phone posteriors, raw

speech waveform, DNN

1. Introduction

Most of the speech based human to human or human to machine

communication and cognition embeds the emotional state of the

speaker. Speech based emotion recognition has particular im-

portance in communication which happens over telephone lines

and perhaps speech is the only attribute from which emotion

can be detected in such environment.

Emotional descriptors are not only influenced by speech

based variables, but also depends on information obtained from

vision, context and prior knowledge about the speaker. There-

fore, extensive research has been conducted in the past to derive

acoustic and statistical feature set which is most robust to model

emotional descriptors from speech. With the development of

Deep Neural Networks (DNN) architecture in the recent time,

DNN based approaches have been used for learning emotional

content either from raw spectrogram or directly from raw wave-

form [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Such an approach effectively removes

the necessity of hard coded feature extraction outside the DNN.

However, raw speech signal contains both linguistic and para-

linguistic information. Recent psychological research like [7]

suggest some degree of dependency of emotional content on

linguistic cues. Therefore, DNN models which is designed to

learn emotion specific feature from raw waveform may benefit

with a guidance on the influence of language and message spe-

cific content. In this work, we propose to use phone posteriors

extracted from a separately trained acoustic model as additional

input to the DNN system. Phones are the smallest distinguish-

able linguistic elements of a speech signal and represents the

basic sound units of the language. Hence, we postulate that

frame level phone posterior vectors of speech signals should

provide additional information to help the DNN to isolate emo-

tion specific cues and provide better convergence of the training

objective. The proposed DNN set up combines phone posteriors

with learned feature through the convolutional layer just before

the temporal context modeling layers.

In our previous work [6], we used time domain raw wave-

form front end layers to learn filters and experimented five dif-

ferent configurations for long temporal context modeling using

temporal convolution in the form of time-delay neural network

(TDNN) layers, unidirectional recurrent projected Long Short

Term Memory (LSTM) [8] layers with time restricted attention

mechanisms [9] as well as using TDNN with statistic extraction

layers [10, 11, 12]. In the present work, we carry out the investi-

gation further using additional phone posteriors information as

input to the temporal modeling part and experimentally prove

the effectiveness of the proposed method. In our best DNN set

up, we obtain 16.48% relative reduction of error rate compared

to non phone posterior based set up. In this work, we also ex-

tend our DNN set up to multi-task learning configuration, in

order to study the effect of providing emotion dimensional in-

formation in emotion category recognition.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. We briefly men-

tion a few previous works that use DNN based feature learning

for emotion recognition and the importance of phone posteriors

information for emotion recognition in Section 1.1. Proposed

DNN set up and related results are described in Section 2. The

multi-task learning extension of the DNN and related results are

described in Section 3. Section 4 provides summary of findings

and subsequently concludes the description in Section 5.

1.1. Related works and importance of phone posteriors

Raw speech waveforms were used by [1] in a deep CNN frame-

work for speech emotion dimensional rating and reported re-

sults of valence and arousal estimation in Recola database. [2]

used 257-dimensional magnitude Fourier log energy vectors
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in bidirectional LSTM and attention based DNN classifier for

emotion recognition. [3] reported results using multi-task learn-

ing deep belief network (DBN), where either valence or activa-

tion dimensional information is used as auxiliary task to opti-

mize categorical objective. A valence classifier was reported

by [4] using spectrogram in deep convolutional generative ad-

versarial network in a multi-task learning framework, where

activation dimension is used as auxiliary task. [5] proposed

attention pooling based representation learning method using

speech spectrogram in CNN for improvised speech of IEMO-

CAP. Thus, many recent works have shown that feature learn-

ing through DNN is more effective than hand crafted feature

set for emotion identification. However, it can be observed

that influence of linguistic content on task like emotion iden-

tification has not been very widely studied so far. In the past

[13] and [14] independently studied usefulness of acoustic fea-

tures and emotional keywords fusion for various emotion classi-

fiers designed using linear discriminant classifiers, k-NN classi-

fiers, GMM/SVM based classifiers etc. and observed improve-

ment. In this work, we propose an approach to provide lin-

guistic knowledge as an additional information to DNN to op-

timize emotion identification objective. The linguistic informa-

tion from speech can be extracted as a sequence of phone units.

Therefore, phone posteriors obtained from a pre-trained acous-

tic model have been used to represent linguistic information and

combined with learned feature representation prior to temporal

context modeling layers. Such an approach should help the net-

work to learn the emotion specific cues better.

2. Phone posterior based DNN for emotion
recognition

The DNN configuration designed in this work can be partitioned

into four parts. The feature learning layers, phone posteriors

layer, temporal context modeling layers and output layer. The

layout of the DNN is shown in Figure 1.

Time domain raw waveform front end uses convolution

layer based feature learning, that attempts to learn filters within

the DNN. In our previous work [6], we reported that time do-

main approach learns emotion specific cues better than MFCC

features and frequency domain filter learning set up described

in [17]. This raw waveform front end has a 1− d time convolu-

tion layer consisting of 100 FIR filters each of 31.25 ms dimen-

sion. The filter operates on 25 ms raw signal with step size 1.25
ms. Five consecutive raw speech frames are concatenated and

passed to the input layer of DNN. Absolute logarithm of filter

outputs are computed using a logarithmic layer and next filter

outputs are aggregated using two trainable Network-in-Network

(NIN) non linearity layers introduced in [10].

The phone posterior layers consist of two affine layers con-

nected back to back. A pre-trained acoustic model is used

to compute phone posteriors for the speech utterances. We

train an English DNN acoustic model using multiple databases

(Fisher, Switchboard, WSJ, HUB4 English Broadcast News,

TED-LIUM and Librispeech) following the Kaldi multi en

recipe 1. The posteriors of tied triphone states (a 3683 dimen-

sional vector) obtained from the output layer of DNN acoustic

model are used in the emotion identification set up. The frame

level phone posterior vectors are used to compute the principal

components and then used to initialize an affine transformation

layer within the DNN. Raw phone posteriors of dimension 3683

are passed to the DNN as an additional input along with raw

1https://github.com/kaldi-asr/kaldi/tree/master/egs/multi en/s5

Figure 1: Lay out of the proposed phone posterior based DNN

system

waveform. Principal component analysis (PCA) transformation

of phone posteriors are obtained within the network using the

affine layer initiated with PCA matrix. Next, we use another

affine layer which combines the phone information with the

learned feature output of time domain raw waveform front end

layers. The time domain feature combined with phone posterior

vector is next used as input to the temporal context modeling

layers as described below.

For para-linguistic information extraction task like emotion

recognition, it is important to preserve long temporal context

since such information perhaps mostly resides over a longer

span of time. In this work, we use temporal convolution in the

form of TDNN layers along with LSTM layers for long tempo-

ral context modeling. Interleaving of temporal convolution with

unidirectional LSTM is reported to outperform LSTM-attention

and TDNN-Statistics pooling set up for emotion identification

[6]. We further investigate LSTM-attention and TDNN-LSTM-

attention layers for the proposed DNN. In LSTM-attention set

up we found 128 cell dimension optimal for the current emo-

tion identification task with the recurrence dimension of size

32 and the LSTM output of dimension 64. The LSTMs oper-

ates with a recurrence that spans 3 time steps. The layer wise

context of temporal modeling block for TDNN-LSTM-attention

layer is shown in Table 1. The dimensions of projection and the

recurrence in LSTM layers are one quarter of the cell dimen-

sion. Time-restricted attention layer [9] is used as the last layer

in both the set up along with TDNN and unidirectional LSTM

layer. In such time-restricted self-attention mechanism the input

and output sequence lengths are same and at particular frame it

attends to input from a limited number of frames to the left and

right. Use of an attention layer also helps the network to put

less weight in non-speech or non relevant regions of the sig-

nal. Removing non speech frames using fixed speech activity

detection (SAD) module beforehand may create a discontinuity

in the temporal content. However, DNN setups with an atten-

tion layer become more attentive towards the salient regions of

speech ignoring non speech regions. The attention layer used

here has 12 heads, a context of [−5, 2], a key-dimension of 40
and value dimension of 60.

We use softmax layer with cross-entropy loss as the output

layer of DNN, modeling each emotion state as a separate output

class. In our previous work [6] we experimented two different

ways of aggregating time information over the chunk of speech

frames: approaches with a single label per chunk with time ag-

gregation inside the network using a statistics pooling layer and

approaches where the label is repeated for each frame of the

chunk. It has been observed that approaches where the label is

repeated for each frame gives better performance. Therefore,

in this work we use label per frame approach of training. To
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Table 1: Layer wise context of temporal modeling block (LSTM: delay time=-3)

Layer 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Layer-type TDNN LSTM TDNN TDNN LSTM TDNN TDNN LSTM Attention

Context [-1, 0, 1] [0] [-3, 0, 3] [-3, 0, 3] [0] [-3, 0, 3] [-3, 0, 3] [0] [-5,2]

obtain time aggregation over the frames of a chunk, we average

frame posteriors outside the network and extract segment level

aggregate.

Table 2: Results of emotion category recognition using single

task learning model

Phone Posteriors Temporal modeling WA UA

no LSTM-attention 66.96 57.80
TDNN-LSTM-attention 70.1 60.7

yes LSTM-attention 68.09 64.93
TDNN-LSTM-attention 75.03 65.12

2.1. Results

All our experiments are done using Kaldi toolkit [18]. We have

used the most popular four class (neutral, angry, happy and

sad) emotion category problem of Interactive Emotional Dyadic

Motion Capture (IEMOCAP) database [15] for this study. The

database consists of about 12 hours of audiovisual data from five

mixed gender pairs of male and female actors, at two record-

ing scenarios- scripted and improvised speech. We use both

scripted and improvised data from two male and female speak-

ers from session four as test data and rest of the speakers are

used for trainings and annotated segment boundaries are used to

create utterance. To increase the amount of data in the training

set we perform data augmentation by means of amplitude and

speed perturbation. For each speech signal 10 different ampli-

tude modulated versions are created initially. Speed perturba-

tion [16] is performed on the amplitude modulated signals with

speed factors 0.9, 1.0 and 1.1. Performance is reported using

two parameters, weighted accuracy (WA) which is the overall

classification accuracy and unweighted accuracy (UA) which is

the average recall over the emotion categories.

We compare LSTM-attention and TDNN-LSTM-attention

setups, with and without using the phone posteriors as shown

in Table 2. It can be observed that for both the setups phone

posteriors significantly improves WA and UA. We train all the

networks using fixed chunk length and with a fixed number of

chunks per mini batch. The experiment in row 2 is trained with

100 frames per chunk and 64 chunks per mini batch and trained

for 30 epochs. The experiment in row 4 is trained using fixed

length chunk of 50 frames and 128 chunks per mini batch. The

learning rate is set to be gradually decreased from 1 × 10−3 to

1× 10−4 over the course of 8 epochs. It has been observed that

with phone posteriors the network converges faster than without

phone posteriors and also the final objective value is observed to

be slightly better in the case of phone posteriors for both LSTM-

attention and TDNN-LSTM-attention set up. The training log

convergence curves for the TDNN-LSTM-attention models are

shown in Figure 2. We trained both the models beyond 8 epoch

and 30 epochs to obtain more stable curve, however we observe

decrease in the accuracy beyond 8 epochs. Table 3 shows the

results of these experiments for TDNN-LSTM-attention set up.

When we use phone posteriors layers, the network is effectively
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Figure 2: Training objective convergence with and without

phone posteriors

Table 3: Effect of chunk per minibatch and epochs in TDNN-

LSTM-attention set up with phone posteriors (chunk length 50

frames)

Number of chunks epcohs WA UA

per minibatch

128 30 74.02 65.03
128 10 73.01 61.66
128 8 75.03 65.12

64 30 74.02 65.73
64 10 72.25 63.29
64 8 71.1 61.52

much deeper and the stochastic gradient descent gets a better

guidance to converge. Thus, we obtain a 3.42% relative reduc-

tion of error rate in LSTM-attention set up and 16.48% in case

of TDNN-LSTM-attention set up.

For phone posterior based DNN we use PCA to reduce the

output dimension of phone posterior layers. To select the di-

mension of PCA without losing relevant information, we trained

the network using three different dimensions as shown in Ta-

ble 4 and found the dimension of 300 as an optimal value for

the present task. All results reported in Table 2, 3 and 5 use

PCA dimension 300.

Table 4: Effect of dimension of PCA in TDNN-LSTM-Attention

set up

Dimension of PCA WA UA

100 74.52 62.96
300 75.03 65.12

500 73.51 62.14

3. Multi-task learning DNN model using
3-dimensional information

Recent psychological research provides an alternative approach

of describing emotions in continuous 3-D space called valence-

activation-dominance (VAD) space. In the dimension of va-
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Figure 3: Learning with dimensional information

lence, emotional state can range from negative to positive; in

the dimension of activation, emotion range from low to high

and in the dimension of dominance, emotion can range from

weak to strong [19, 20]. Emotion dimensional primitives are

interrelated with categorical representation and knowledge of

emotional description in continuous space may help machine

learning system to set discrimination boundary of emotion cat-

egories more precisely. Work by Grimm et al, 2006 and Xia

& Liu, 2017 previously suggested that using dimensional in-

formation in emotion category recognition helps to some extent

[21, 3]. Therefore, we design multi-task learning (MTL) DNN

to recognize emotion categories, where dimensional informa-

tion is provided through an auxiliary output layer (Figure 3).

Both the objectives are optimized through shared hidden rep-

resentation. Sharing representations between related tasks is

known to help the model generalize better. Since, both the tasks

provides evidence for a relevant and irrelevant features, model

gets a better guidance while learning. In the proposed MTL

setup, feature learning and temporal context modeling layers

are jointly trained and hidden activations are used to train two

output layers. One output layer treats emotion as regression

like problem, whereas the other output layer treats the emo-

tion as classification problem. We jointly optimize the cross

entropy loss objective of categorical emotion classification and

the quadratic objective of emotion dimensional target.

3.1. Results

For this experiment we consider TDNN-LSTM-attention set up

which is found to be better in the single task learning experi-

ment described in previous section. We independently study the

effect of all three dimensions using any of valence, activation or

dominance as auxiliary task. We also consider all three dimen-

sions as a 3-D vector and use that as the auxiliary task. Re-

sults of all four experiments with and without using the phone

posteriors are shown in Table 3. It can be observed that us-

ing phone posteriors improves all four set ups. Use of valence

and activation information could not reach the best single-task

learning accuracy obtained above. In terms of WA we don’t

get any advantage compared to single task learning set up in

all four set ups. However, we can see the improvement of UA

using dominance and 3-D vector in MTL set up (row 6 and

row 7 of Table 5). It means use of dimensional information

improves accuracy within a particular class compared to single

task learning. The reason for this improvement is quite natural

since the learning process gets more clues about discrimination

of the four classes through dimensional knowledge. Further, it

is very important to notice that compared to valence and acti-

vation, dominance dimension is helping more to improve UA.

On the other experiment, using all three dimension as 3-D vec-

tor provides almost equal UA with the experiment where only

dominance is used. Perhaps providing both valence and activa-

tion is creating more confusions because of which WA reduces,

although we need to investigate this further.

Table 5: Results of emotion category recognition using Multi-

task learning (MTL) model (effect of learning with dimensional

information)

Auxiliary task Phone WA UA

Posteriors

Valence no 59.39 55.99

yes 74.14 64.70

Activation no 57.12 52.08

yes 73.13 64.33

Dominance no 60.27 54.97

yes 72.88 67.40

Emotion 3-D Vector no 69.98 59.81

yes 70.99 67.19

4. Summary of Findings

In this work, we propose to use phone posteriors as an addi-

tional input to temporal modeling layers in raw speech wave-

form based end to end DNN for categorical emotion identifica-

tion. We describe experimental results in two parts: a single

task learning DNN set up and a multi-task learning DNN set up

that leverages dimensional information. In single-task learning

DNN set up we achieve 3.42% and 16.48% relative reduction of

error rate respectively, in LSTM-attention and TDNN-LSTM-

attention setups using phone posteriors input. The second part

of experimental works attempts to study the effect of using di-

mensional information in multi-task learning DNN to recognize

emotion categories. Here, we experiment using valence, acti-

vation and dominance information independently in multi-task

learning set up and we also experiment using a single 3-D emo-

tion vector. Experimental results show that dimensional infor-

mation balances the individual recognition rate of the categories

and improves UA by nearly 6.7% compared to non phone pos-

terior set up and 2.28% compared to the single task learning set

up that uses phone posteriors. Further holding our initial obser-

vation, here also we observe that for all four experiments, phone

posteriors helps to improve both UA and WA compared to non

phone posterior counterpart. Our present results outperforms

our previously reported results on IEMOCAP emotion category

recognition problem. Further, we are not aware about any such

previously reported works, where linguistic information is com-

bined with learned time domain feature representation through

DNN to optimize emotion recognition objectives.

5. Conclusions

Influence of linguistic content of speech signals in para-

linguistic task like emotion identification has not been very well

studied. We postulated that it is important to provide knowl-

edge of linguistic content to the DNN which learns feature rep-

resentation within the network from raw waveform. We pro-

pose to supply phone posteriors as additional input along with

learned time domain feature to the temporal modeling layers

of the DNN and observed significant improvement in accuracy.

We also studied the effect of providing emotion dimensional in-

formation in multi-task learning DNN model.
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